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PREFACE

lhe importance of work in the lives of men and women. and,
even though they often do not realize it. the lives of youth, as well
as to the functioning of an economy. is made clear by many
scholarly studies and many popular accounts. It is because of this
importance that career education is the subject of so much
attention today.

But the role of work has been changing. and with it ollr
concepts of occupations and careers. Nluch work is monotonous
and unfulfilling for most of those who do it. and not everyone
who would like to work can find any kind of work. But the lives
of these men and women go on. other roles sustaining them and. if
they are fortinlate. providing opportunities for self-fulfillment.

This monograph begins, pedantically it may at first seem to
some. with a review of the many meanings or work, career.
occupation, and job. In doing this it follows the precedent of the
American Vocational Association and of the National Vocational
Guidance Association Position Paper on Career Development.
Washington. I973). But it goes further in the search for clarity: It
takes up other concepts such as those of leisure, play, and
avocation. "If babel is to be uvHded, if the behavior sciLnces are
to contribute to education. if -icular specialists are to con-
ceptualize their work adequately. -eer education is to make an
enduring contribution to education er than to be a passing fad.
the terminology of career developmei . of work and careers, must
be clarified and standardized ... This essay surveys usage. identifies
the distinctive and useful meaning of each key term, proposes
standard definitions for these key constructs. examines social
trends involving them, and finally discusses their implications for
career education.

The theoretical basis of career education is considered to be
career development theory. so the essay discusses life stages,
developmental tasks, and career patterns. The implications of the
highly industrialized, and perhaps post-industrial, nature of our
society for careers and for career education are then examined.
including the continuing need for people even in a largely auto-
mated economy. The importance of work to semi-skilled workers.
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office workers. executives, and professionals. as well as to youth.
the elderly, the handicapped, ethnic minorities, and women is
considered, along with the competing and c:omplementary roles
provided by the family, leisure, and civic life. That the increasing
number of society-maintaining workers may find new life meanings
through these aspec of their careers is taken into account.
together with their imi,lications for career education.

The monograph ends with a listing of six objectives of career
education which are made necessary by the diverse meanings of
work in our changing society.

Montclair. New Jersey Donald E. Super. Ph.D.
January 14. 1976
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CAREER EDUCATION AND THE MEANINGS OF WORK

Current interest in eei education has brought together, al-
though it has not united, greater variety of behavioral scientists
and educators than hav.. most curricular movements; in public
education perhaps only segregation and integration have done
more to focus their colleetive interest, and there the focus has
been not so much on the content as )n the structure of education.

Coming together ill any true ,-;ense of the term,. mears com-
munication, and intellectual cornnwnication requires a common
language. Impressed by the different meanings evidently given to
identical teims by those who have written on career development,
a topic ce: to career education, and by the conceptual con-
fusion which results from failure to define and from different
definitions, five major works (each from the fields of h.,bor
economics, industrial sociology and anthropology, personality and
social psychology, industrial psychology, counseling psychology,
school counseling, and career education) were examined for their
use of key terms in the realm of work and careers. These do riot
include the recent policy paper of the Office of Education, U.S.
DHEW (Hoyt, 1975), the unpublished Hoyt papers which led up to
it, nor the National Institute of Education's bulletins (1973, 1975),
all of which represent a new trend in career education leadership.
These are discussed later.

When, as in the case of a new field such as career education, key
journal articles were more important than texts or chapters in
symposia or handbonks appeared to have landmark status, they
were substituted fo- Doks in this analysis. Multiple authors of a
book or a chapter treated as one, or when a source used two
different defir il,or,:. it was treated as two fractions. Topical
indexes were ri.:.,,,,If.rnt.ited by scanning relevant chapters. When
definitions were ,.;.f.driy implied, they were treated as explicit;
when vague, ttiey were considered as failing to def;ne. Similar
definitions were grouped, with the result that those appearing in
Table I are not quotations, but paraphrases.

The key terms selected for study were those which were
considered central to career development and hence to career
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education by the writer, a research associate' , and the Career
Psychology Mobile Seminar. an informal group of vocational
psychologists which meets twice eac) year for in-depth discus-
sions of ongoing career devekipment rese:cch and theorizing.

The results of this lexicogra2lncal effori appear in Table I. A
larger sample would no doubt change the frequency distribution
somewhat. but it would not produce gref:ter unifonnty of usage.
Examination of this table reveals that there is indeed great
diversity of usage. Some terms, for example "work. are defined
by some disciplines, left undefined by sonic writers in !mist
.pecialties that use them, and unused by other writers; even when
defined, the definidons vary not only between but within dis-
ciplines. The term "career is given three different definition: by
industrial sociologists. left undefined by one who uses it. and
unused by one; the labor economists give it three definitions, of
which one is different from the sociologists, or do not use the
term at all: most industrial psychologists do not use it; and the
career educationists typically fail to define it or, unlike most of
the sample of counseling psychologists (who use three definitions).
tend to use it as a synonym for occupation.

If babel is to be avoided, if the behavior sciences are to
contribute to education, if curriculum specialists are to con-
ceptualize their work adequately. if career euueation is to make an
enduring contribution to education rather than to be a passing lad.
the terminology of career development. of' work and careers. must
be clarified and standardized. Instead of repeating the errors which
arise from relying on dictionaries which appropriately reflect usage
and thus perpetuate multiple meanings. instead of creating con-
fusion with idiosyncratic and arcane meanings. it is essential to give
each terhi the precise meanMg required for scentifie and profes-
sional communication and to gain acceptance or these meanings.
This monograph surveys usage. identific, the distinctive and usefid
meaning of each key term, propose:: st: Hrd definitions for these
key constructs, examines social trerd.s olving them. mid finally
discusses thcir implications for career education.

I D. Meral Culha

21he vn,hile Seminar. in 1074 75 Mrs, .1.1111 0. Crites, William C.
Bingham, C.hrol -Fulmer, lonn 11;:rris . T. Hall, Martin Hamburger.
'itionms John L. Holland, lemt Pierre Jordaan, Mar, Sue Richard-

fleniamin ,;:hneider, Donald F.. Super. I )avid V. Tietler,:m, ;w:1 iiert W. Wu sthrook.
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Key Constructs and Terms in Career Development

The terms considere(l int() three main categories : I) Words
which deal with work and play as ways of expending time anO
effort: 2..1 terms which denote the content of work. how work is
organiied in larger units for the accomplishment of work, units
which :ire task- or person-centered: and 3) words whi,:h denote the
structure of work places in producing or distributing goods and

tourth categor. the importance of work and career.
consists of terms useful as inodifiers of the first three sets.

Time and Effort: A Set of Basic Constructs

Work. 'Hie term "work is frequently used without det inition.
evidently on the assumption that eyer one understand, 'iat is
meant. hi he literature NAmpled. one labor economist. t .ndus-
trial sociologists, to personalit ard social psychologists. one
industrial pschologist, flO COnnsClinI2. PsYdlOiogiStS, throe school
eounseling specialists. and two career education spokesmen, of a
total of five in each field. use the term without defining it. It is
unused by one Libor economist. Ono inthistrial sociologist of
anthropologist. one personality and social psychologist. one indus-
trial ps% chologist but used by all career educators. Cnly in 1 973.
ui draft document of limited circulation, Llid the National
Institute ot Lthication Task Force. 1 972,1 and last year (Hoyt.
I 9751 the Office of Education defined the term. in policy state-
ments discussed !separately.

Strtetl\ descriptive. non-evaluative delinitions dominate aH spe-
cialties. SOIlIC :11"C generic. comprehensive : e.g., "Effort expended.
not for its own sake. hut for !,1.1 1-VIVA and other outcomes,"
-Continuous employment In production for pay and "Means of
earning a livelihood and having a social role that structures hfe and
may facilitate or inhibit self-fulfillment." O'Toole I 97$) in the
summary p. XV) of the report of the Task Force on Work in
America defines work broadly as providing identity, striuluring
life making possible self-sufficiency and providing social life. but
In the more detailed discussion treats these as "tunetions of work-
pp. 3-1 O and dein; work as "an activity that produces some-

thing ()I value tor other people" t p. 3 1. ZI largely economic
definitioH appearing in Fable I, p:ige 2d. in this paper. Sonic are
specific. tor work is sometimes treated by Libor economists and
career educators s a synonym toi job. But as will be seen. this
latter lcrni 11.;, another distinctivc . specific, and useful meaning.



Iva !native kscriptions uNed I clid\ NCR. mists hut
less l(Itcn h educators include work as u Norden or a CurSe or.
:111ton inotiNI , Nocial (+ligation. 13(IIII ,2roups include writers.
cspcciall- career educators. A. 110 VILA\ II. !Noll1c ,Ict11,111\ 01.11C11 111N

RIt.11111\ . 11 11i11,101. 111C1MS 01 Nk111.-11111.111111t211I. Nm,. in.. regard it. -as

did Calvin :Hid U I icr .i tu 111.111 N;111..dtimn from sin. Such
ineanin,2s o,:ciir most often in historical. philosophical. oi religious
works, and iml oce:r.onally and s1011iti color ((uul(luc.ituimri uI the
t\ pc survc ed here. I lic now scrvc :H nuances or personal ineanun2
rather 01.111,1N definitions,.

Or tlti. t Inrt sonrces. tom \ ork primaril pro-
mew. fourteen as social rolc which providcs

livelihood lihi structures lire. three dN 11011. inkql with .1(d). eleven
!ANL' hut Llo not dein.: it. and three make no use iii thc term.
Lnder such circumstances. k:oininunication must frequently fail.

Play. 2.enerall concei\ cd ml as the opposite or
ork.- I he (cii. N :.2encrall unused in the w. ork-and-carcer

literature. it used hut let t uiidctiiicd in the writni,4 ol one
pers..malit 1111i1 wr NL.11(101 omnseling
specialists. ( )1 th: CI\ c nialor sourc.'s per lield e amincd in
l'rTnni',1 this esP.s. one writer1 coun.din,g
dcl'ined the term. In utliei nut injudcd onc
N"clolo',11`t .iCrcc ttlì otir one del min.:2 ps choloist ii

pla -an acti\ it 101- sake.- while others and a
ps chologist del inc it as -Jell\ itholit ouLoinc." concept of

\\ Inch rerleck an economic or produt:tion oricniation rathci
than a ps cli(do,!...,ie.11 or sl'H-c prc0;l: ftk.:11tAtIldl. HUN Onl:111;111on
111.1 .1cc0l111; 101 its non-use H 01111 C111VCI cd11c1It11 /11 1+0'.i11CCS.

ht..1 c1011iCrt itt I'LL% iNed hr mith six H our sample of
\,\ viten.% and Lief med has Lleark not entered into the
thinking of most of those w. provided ilic h.tic stuff of
carecr de\

Leisure. "I eisure.- is ,...cncr;.111\ unmentioned in thc
s:unpled puhlicatt-IIN 01 Libor ccmilimiitit utuiI industrial pscholo-
I.nsts. ankl w hen used hr mtIici t 'NI a dcnote, hIock ml (inn: uNed
tor \ ur lur \ oc:itions- rather than tor "work." It IN tilm:
1 rce !vont required el tort or tor the free UNc uI abilitic. and purit
ot interests. Rut these definitions :irc InoNt (Olen iniplicit rather
than explicit. Only three 01 the indliNtrial NociologiNTN. tv.o person-
ality ,ind Nueial pNy ,:lik.dogiNTN. one pN chioIoH. one
Nchool counselor. and one career ekilic:it ion souice ind it necessary
to deal 1th thC construct.

I hic tisc m.d leisure.- althoullh its importance H recogniied hy
tcc9 Ot our NourciN. gets minimal attention in thc career
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labor economists sampled do not use the term, three of the
ociologists do not use it and the other two do not define it, and
the personality and social and counseling psychologists, and the

lool counselors, tend not to use it. The career educators either
'ail to define the term or do not use it. 13ut the industrial
,sychologists again differ from the rest of the sample. tending tt.:,
lefine it as a unit of work performance.

Given the occupational focus of much of the wriiing in the
lisciplines sampled. and given the importance of the tasks per-
Ormed in the description of occupations and jobs, it is interesting
hat only the industrial psychologists tend to define the te n: six
>tilers in this sample of ihirty-five use the term without definition.
nd the great majority. twenty-three, make no use of the con-
truet.

Position. .1 he term "position is not used by the labor econo-
lists surveyed. and it is unused or undefined by all but one

3
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industrial sociologist, and surprisingly, by all the sampled industrial
psychologists and career. educators. It is defined by the two
defining personality and social psychologists as the location of a
person or set of persons in a network of social relationships. and
defined as a set of tasks performed by one person by one
industrial sociologist and by the three counseling psychologist users
of the term. One school counselor also uses this last definition. one
follows the personality and social psychologists in the broader
sociological definition, and three do not use the term.

This term is thus used with some precision. but not uniformly.
by only seven sources in this sample of thirty-five, used but not
defined by another three, and not used by twenty-five.

Job. All five labor economists used the term "job." but three do
so without definition and two call it a continuous period of paid

'employment with one employer or in self-employment. Four
ridustrial sociologists do :lot define the term in using it. while one

treats it as a synonym for occur, )(ion: two personality and social
psycholo2ists do not use it. while one defines it as a group of
similar positions in one organization (following Shartle. I )46). one
equates it with occupation, and one uses but does, not define the
term: one industrial psychologist uses but does not define it. one
follows Shartle. and three define it almost :Is Shartle classically
defines the term "position by (Jailing it ZI Urollp of similar work
tasks to achieve an essential and enduring purpose in :In organiza-
tion. Three of the counseling psychologists ako follow Shartic in
calling a job a group of similar positions in .)ne organization, one
uses the term without definition, and one does not use it: two of
the school guidance specialists use the term without definition, two
do not use it, and one agrees with three of the industrial
psychologists ;" the "group of tasks definition. Career education
sources tenu :o use the term or not to define it. while in one
it is paid emp. ',lent and .n one a place and type of employment.

The presumably simple and everyday term "job. thus has five
dif..ering meanings to the fifteen behavior scientists and educators
defining it in this sample of thirty-five. is used but not defined and
therefore without precision by thirteen, and not used by another
seven. This simple and basic term is a prime example of the
confusion that exists both within and between specialties con-
cerned with the same subject matter. "The behavior of people at
work.

Occupation. All of the five labor economists use the word
"occupation. two without definitions and three to denote a type
of work activity in which similar tasks constitute similar jobs in
various establishments and have a market value. One of the
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industrial sociologkts does not use the term, three use but do not
Ilefine it, and the one who defines it views it as work done by
,.ntui's on a regular, usually paid, basis (imply ing but not stating

adolescents ina. have jobs but not occupations no matter how
Harty th,...v work). I he personality and social psychologists

sampled tend not to use or to define the term, but one agrees with
the three defining labor economists and one calls it social role
resulting from the diversification of work, thereby no doubt
unintentionally leaving room to include leisure pursuits :IS occupa-
tions. Surprisingly. IlOne ()I the industrial psychologists Use the
term, apparently being so job- and task-oriented i"joh oriented
often defined implicitly as "nositions! thi:y do not need it.
l'our counseling psychologists use Shartle's uefinition, agreeing
with the three labor economists who define the word. and one of
the five calk to define it. r\VO school counselors and career
education sources also follow Shank', wlnle their fellow-specialists
do not define or do not use the term.

Hven in the use of this key term there is lack of clarity in the
communications of the majority of the writers sampled in the field
of work and careers. Among those who define the term. seventeen
or the thirty-five sources use compatible definitions. but eleven do
not define the term and ten do not use it.

Vocation. Iwo of the labor econ.imists define the word voca-
IIHn" is :In occupation with i sense 01 On111111tInellt but three do
not use the term. No use is made of the term 11\ the industrial
so, iologists. the personality and social psychologists. most of the
industrial psycludogists. or inost career education sources. To three
of the counseling ps etiologists, as to the two defining economists
In this sample. the term means "111 occupation to which a person
feels conunitted. hut two use the word without definition. Two
of the school counseling writers do not Use the term. two do not
define it. and one equates it w nh occupation.

If there is any agreement among specialists on this term, it
appears to be ill the prevailing disuse b the majoritv of tw:nty-
three (cut of thirty-nye.

Avocation. 'Hie term "avocation is not often used in the
literature surveyed. most students of work and career having
focused on work as livelihood. But a complete lexicon of work and
career should include it. it the various way in which aptitudes and
interests find manifestation in the course of life (a career) are to
He dealt with. Only two ot the thirt-five writers surveyed use it:
they (a counselinlj. psychologist and a school counselor) hoth
define it as "leisure activit stematically pursued, providMg
outlets lor abilities and interests. s is made clear later in this
1 2
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paper. this is an important construct for career education in

contemporary society.
Career. The term "career" is not used by two of the labor

economists, one of the industrial sociologists, one of the person-
ality and social psychologists, and four of the industrial psycholo-
gists. It is used but not defined by one of the industrial soci-
ologists. one of the personality and social psychologists, one of the
counseling psychologists. thrt.e of the school counselors, and two
of the career education souri.es. It is used to denote any sequency
of jobs in the life of one person by one of the labor economists,
one industrial sociologist, and one counseling psychologist. It is

any recognizably patterned job sequence to one labor economist,
one industrial sociologist, one personality and social psychologist.
and one school counselor. One labor 'economist defines career
rather similarly but with more attributed motivation as a sequence
of experiences in the world of work, with objectives and conse-
quences and with or without progression. One industrial soci-
ologist. and one industrial psychologist define it as "a sequence of
jobs constituting a career ladder up which advancement is pos-
sible," sometimes but not always a "profession," reflecting what
some would call a middle class bias (Super. 1957). One of the
personality and social psychologists defines a career as "an orderly
sequence of statuses and functions (occupational, familial. and
leisure) resultin2 from the pursuit of emergent vahies." and two
counseling psychologists and one career educator use the somewhat
similar but less psychological definition of "activities, occupational
and others, constituting a life pattern." One personality and social
psychologist views a "career" as an "occupation." and so do one
counseling psychologist, one school counselor and two career
education sources (and so. too, does the American Psychological
Association's Thesaurus, 1974), following a widespread practice
which disregards precise meanings.

Nineteen of our thirty-five sources define the term "career."
giving it seven different meanings which range from "any sequence
of positions held during the course of a lifetime," through "the
orderly pattern of statuses and functions resulting from the pursuit
(presumably successful) of emergent values." to "a ladder of
progression in an occupation," and finally to simply. "an occupa-
tion with no concept of climbing a ladder implied." But sixteen of
our sources either do not define the term (eight) or do not use it
(another eight). It seems incredible that a major movement.
supported by major expenditures of funds, could have been
founded on a term which has so many different meanings and
which was deliberately left undefined by thk.. Commissioner of
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Education who launched the career education movement. That this
happened led, as one panel of behavior science and education
specialists pointed out (Brickell and Aslanian, 1973). in a chaotic
situation characterized by haste to develop programs without
defining terms and without building on relevant and available
theory and research.

The Structure of Work Places

Two structural or organizational terms on which there is general
agreement. although not all of the writers sampled use the terms,
are also important in the literature on work and careers. No
tabulations were made, some consensus being clear.

Oru,anization. This term is generally used in the career develop-
ment literature to denote an institution, conlpany, or other entity
employing people in producing or distributing goods and services.
although there are also leisure. 111milial. and other organizations
which do not provide paid employment or do not produce goods
and services.

Industry. The term 'industry" may be used to denote pro-
ducing, as contrasted with distributing and serving organizations.
but it is also used to denote a branch of any produ,:ing. distribut-
ing. or service art or trade, and to denote a group of sim;lar
productive, distributive or servict: organizations.

A Glossary for Career Education

As Seen in the Sample Sources

Several efforts to provide definitions needed by career education
have been found in the pre--1973 literature, but none of them have
been sufficiently comprehensive or, if comprehensive, they have
not dealt in detail with the terms and constructs of work and
career. the central constructs which are the subject of this lexico-
graphical part of this essay. In the former category are the book
by lloyt, Evans, Mackin, and Mengum (1972), and the essay by
this writer lin Brickell and Aslanian. 1973). In the latter category
are the American Institute for Research's book on curriculum
design by Dunn. Steel, Melnotte. Gross, Kroll, and Murph (1973).
the handbook on evaluation prepared for the Office of Education
(OE) by Development Associates (1974). and the taxonomy pre-
pared for OE by Brickell. Aslanian. Grossman, Spak. Callaway. and
Smith ( I 974 ).

14
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Hoyt and Evans both define the term "career education." Hoyt
in the first edition seems to imply that a career is an occupational
career, for it aims "at helping all individuals to become familiar
with the values of a work-oriented society ... in such a way that
work becomes possible, meaningful, and satisfying to each indi-
vidual" (p. I) although. as will be seen, he broadened his definition
in 1975. Evans states that it is a work career consisting of unpaid
as well as paid employment and of a succession of work activities
during the course of life. They both object to the current tendency
of educators to substitute the word "career" for the term "voca-
tion,- meaning life-work rather than a life of work. Nevertheless
they do, as does most of the literature of career education, use the
term "career" throughout their text as a synonym for occupation.
Like other career educators the,, use the word "occupation- very
rarely and the term "job- only a little more often, and define
neither. -I-he focus is on career as occupation and on work as a
way of life: "The basic go:d of career education is the restoration
of various forms of the work (p. 07). Leisure is referred
to, but not dealt with.

In hi.; critical esay on the r,.se,irch t.i s. of the Comprehensive
Career Education NI,)del's d(-eclopmental program goals
(Center for Vocational :intl. reehnic;:l Lducation, I)72), this writer
deals (in firiLkell and l(r;.'.) only with the concept of
'career.- pointing out Goal.; use it as a synonym
for "occupatl,... 1!1,2 (! vocational education, neglect-
ing other rHe'....,nr

In the An:crie:m Intitehs fo!' P.esearch (AIR) catalogue of
objectives Dunn iuld 1,..,ociats define "career education- in a way
which Glearl riihcs dui "a career is multifaceted, consisting of
occupational, social leisure. and interpersonal roles." The term
"career- is however not defined, and in context appears to be
synonymous with "iccupation.- Occupations are grouped in "ca-
reer clusters," the term "career- is used when occupations are
clust,..'red and goz:Is and choices are to be made. and "occupation-
is used when information is being disseminated or acquired.
"Occupations- are clearly. in this treatment. "similar jobs in
various settings:- the terms "jobs and employment" denote "job
opportunities.- "Leisure" is given a place in the conceptual
sclk.me. defined as both "rest" and as "outlet for personal
development and avocations." and is reported to be a frequent
objective of career education programs although less stressed than
"jobs" and "employment.- This curriculum design book, a survey-
based catalogue of career education objectives, goes into none of
the objectives in depth: it does nut define terms except as tl.e
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objectives classified under them do this. What emerges is, again, a
concentration on occupations and on employment opportunities.

The evaluation Hwuthook also notes the prevailing lack of
definitions and relies on an analysis of the career development and
career education literature, legislation concerning career education,
programs in effect, and the opinions of those involved in career
education. From these sources it derives thirty-three objectives
which Call into nine categories. Terms are not defined, but "work"
is the commonly used term, and clearly denotes both "occupa-
tions- and "jobs,- paid and unpaid. "Vocation- appears to mean
"occupation.- The word "career- is used only in connection with
educational and occipational decision-making and is not defineil .

and leisure is not re:erred to as such althouizh unpaid work is. As
in the Hoyt and zissociates text. the CCEM goals, and the AIR
catalogue, this evaluation handbook focuses almost exclusively on
the occupational aspects of careers, and then almost exclusively on
initial occupational choice. This happens despite Evans' broader
definition in the Hoyt and associates text, and despite the broader
focus in the career development literature as represented by the
work of Crites (1968). Osipow l%.8),. Super ( 1957). Super,
Starishevsky, Matliri. md Jordaan (.1963), Super and Bohn (1970),
and Tiedeman and O'Hara (1963).

The Taxonomy appears. like the pre-I q75 other Office of
Education-contracted sources, to have neglected basic career de-
velopment concepts and to have limited itself to the objectives and
practices of the existing atheorctical career education programs.
This is an understandable but in this instano: inadequate basis for
the development of a tax(momy. It is a classification of what is,
rather than of what might be or what is needed; it is appropriate
as a method for zoology but not as a method for education. The
result of this dust-bowl empiricism is dust-bowl sterility. There is
no attempt to classify the content of career education in terms of
the basic concepts of lexicon, despite the statement (p. i) that
"The taxonomy is deigned to characterize, summarize, and gen-
eralize about the carecr educaCon movement after half' a decade of'
...nergetic activity...The taxonomy contains the harvest of the
major ideas and activities that constitute the practice of career
education in elementary and secondary school today.- Undefined
are such terms as "career.- "occupation,- "job,- "work,- and
"leisure,- although the frequency with which career education
objectives include each of these is surveyed; no data were col-
lected, and none were analyzed. because none were requested in
the interview schedule, to indicate the meanings of these terms as
used by the interviewers L,nd the respondents. One who has
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examined career education materials may infer. correctly (Super. in
Brickell and Aslanian. 1973). that career education has dealt with
occupations and with the employment opportunities but not with
careers, not with avocations or other outlets for aptitudes and
interests. When practices are inadequate, surveys of practices are
poor guides. Nothing in this taxonomy of objectives provides for the
improvement of conceptualizations of career education.

As Seen in Official NIE-OE Publications Since 1973 and 1975

As indicated on page 3. there have been important changes in
Division of Education approaches to career education. These
followed the creation of the National Institute of Education (NIE)
and the work of its Career Education Task Force under Corinne
Rieder and the creation of the Office of Career Education in the
Office of Education (OE) under the leadership of Kenneth Hoyt.

ME. -In its preliminary draft plan for career education (Career
Education Task Force. 1973) and its Program Plan for 1975
(National Institute of Education. 1974). the National Institute of
Education defines "career- as "an individual's entire or principal
work that extends over a lifetime and that provides an accustomed
means of livelihood. The term implies nroductive interaction with
the economic sector in a series of jobs that collectively constitute a
career." This definition is essentially that first adopted in the
glossary of the Career Pattern Study (Super ct 1957): "The
sequence of occupations. jobs, positions. as all of these are defined
by Shartle (and cited later in that glossary) throughout a person's
working life.- In the N1E statements "work- is defined only by
implication, through reference to the means of livelihood and to the
economic sector, as paid employment. The NIE defThitions were
helped by position papers prepared by outside contractors, one of
which pointed out ( Raizen. in CE Task Force. 1973, p. 19) that
there is "little ageement in the career education literature as to how
career education should he defined... Raizen cites the three objec-
tives. in a conceptual analysis of "career education- as being to:

Reduce unemployment...
"2. 'Reduce low income employment...
"3. Reduce alienation in employment

In the Program Plan (National Institute of Education. 1975, pp. 3.

9) NW restates. rather more elaborately, these same objectives. In

none of these documents are the concepts of "leisure- and."play-
dealt with: all is paid-work and economic-sector oriented. But the
concept of a -career- as "a life-long senuence of positions and
occupations'. is clearly stated and used.
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OE. hi I l7.4 KennetP llovt prepared and sought criticism for a
series of papt!rs on career education, bringing the results together in
fin official Oy policy pal.-,er (Iloyt, 1975) which the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education, T. IL Bell, introduced as the Office's "first
com!)rehensive conceptual statement on career education" 4 years
after an earlier ( ommissioner launched the massive movement. Iloyt
here defines "work" as "conscious effort, other than that involved in
activities whose primary purpose is either coping or relaxation, aimed
at producing benefits for oneself and/or for oneself and others"
(p. 3). and proceeds to specify that this definition "includes both
paid and unpaid work- and "emphasizes the goal of education as
preparation lin- work'', reaching "beyond (economic man) to the
broader aspects of productivity in one's total life style-including
leisure time."

"Career" is defined as "the totality of work one does in his or her
lifetime," and "career education" as "the totality of experiences
through which one learns about and prepares to engage in work as
part of his or her way of living." "Career- is further defined ( p. 4) as
"a developmental concept beginning in the very early years and
continuing well into the retirement years." Included in these
concepts of work and career are a 'prime emphasis on paid
employment," with recognition of the roles of learners, volunteer
workers, fulltime homemakers (but not, perhaps through oversight,
part-time homemakers such as working men and women), and leisure
and recreation-related work activities. Twenty-five career education
assumptions are listed, 11 of which are specifically occupational, the
other 14 of which involve work generally in the broad sense of
directed effort in roles which include more than paid employinent or
other than paid employment.

Trends in NIE and seems clear that these two education
units of the U.S. Department of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare have
been moving, during the nearly 5 years of the career education
movement, from the non-definition of "careers" and of "career
education" which led the originally-dominant vocational educators
to operationally define "careers" as "occupations" (OE, 1971-74), to
a life-span deljnilion of "careers" as "sequences of pre-occupational,
occupational, and post-occupational positions favored by many
contemporary vocational psychologists" (NIE, 1973-74), to another
life-span definition favored by sonic vocational psychologists (OE.
1975), which includes unpaid as well as paid work roles, "wort:-
being defined as "the expenditure of effort for the attainment of
some oh)ective which may or may not bc economic." In this trend
NIP has first been broader in its interpretation than OE, and OE
broader than NIL: it is important to note these changing and
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broadening definitions and to take them into account in seeking to
establish a glossary for career education. Definitions and concepts
need to evolve with society. but they should iot change from one
writer or administrator to another.

A Proposed Glossary

In view of the need for terms which have the same. meaning for all
those who act, read, and write in a knowledge-field, the following
glossary of career development terms essential to career education is
proposed. Without agreement on such terms, with terms which have
multiple meanings or to which individual writers attach idiosyncratic
and at times esoteric meanings, career education, like labor eco-
nomics. industrial sociology and anthropology, psychology, and
school counseling will continue their current confusion of myopic
misunderstanding. Table I has made it clear that the definitions
proposed will not appeal to everyone. The crucial question, however.
is not one of personal appe:d, but of unckrstanding and of being
understood.

Some of the terms in the Glossary have broader meanings when
used by some writers; others use them with narrower meanings. In
the literature of general sociology, for example, the term "position"
refers to the place occupied in any social system or institution such
as the family (e.g.. father, mother, first-born child, etc.), the church
(e.g., senior minister, acolyte, deacon, member, etc.), and the
community 1 mayor. controller, voter, community chest chair-
man, etc.). It would be more precise, in the literature of labor
economics, industrial sociology, career education, and the other
fields sampled here, to refer to "occupational position," but it has
appeared legitimate to most writers to depend upon the context to
convey the fact that it is occupational, not, for example, family.
position which is denoted. On the other hand. the legitimately
narrow and broad definitions of career, ranging from "sequences of
occupational positions," through "sequence of pre-occupational,
occupational, and post-occupational positions, together with com-
plementary avocational, familial, and civic roles (positions)," to
"sequence of all positions occupied from womb to tomb," suggest
the desirability, even in the literature of the pertinent specialities, of
qualifying this term by referring to the occupational career,
occupationall y-related career, homemaking career, civic career, and
lije career, etc., whichever is intended.

Table 2 provides a glossary of career development terms deemed
essential to career education. Although the writer must accept sole
responsibility for them, the choice of terms and the definitions have,

19
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Table 2

A Career Development Glossary for Career Education

Time and Effort
Work The systematic pursuit of an objective valued by oneself (even if only for

survival) and desired by other directed and consecutive, it requires the
expenditure of effort. It may be compensated (paid work) or
uncompensated (volunteer work or an avocation). 'the ohjective may be
intrinsic enjoyment of the work itself, the structure given to life by the
work role, the economic support which work makes possible, or the type
of lekure which it facilitates.

Labor Productive work for survival or support, requiring physical or mental
effort.

Employment Time spent in paid work or in indirectly paid work such as homemaking.

Leisure Time free of required paid or unpaid work, in rest, play, or avocations.

Play Activity which is primarily recreational and relaxing; engaged in for its
own sake; it m2.y be unsystematic or systematic, without ohjective or
with an objective which is of temporary and personal consequence; it may
involve the expenditure of effort, hut that effort is voluntary and easily
avoided by the player.

eontent
Task

Position

Role

A performance required at work or in play.

A group of tasks to be performed by one person; in industry, performed
for pay. Positions exist whether vacant or occupied; they are task and
outcome, not person, defined.

A set of behaviors associated with a position. The role concepts of
persons occupying positions may he so called; those of persons
surrounding the position role expectations.

Job A group of similar, paid, positions requiring some similar attributes in a
single organization. Jobs are task-. ouh-orne-, and organizationcentered.

Occupation A group of similar jobs found in various organizations. Occupations are
task-, economy-. and society-oriented.

Vocation An occupation with commitment, distinguished primarily hy its
psychological as contrasted with its economic meaning; ego-involving,
meaningful to the individual as an activity, not solely for its productive,
distributive, or service outcome and its economic rewards, although these
too are valued. Vocations are task-, outcome-, and person-centered.

Avocation An activity pursued systematically and consecutively for its own sake
with an objective other than monetary gain, although it may incidentally
result in gain. Avocations are task-, outcome-, and person-centered.

Cr -eer The sequence of major positions occupied by a person throughout his
nreoccupational, occupational, and postoccupational life; includes
work-relat,id roles such as those of student, employee, and pensioner,
together with complenn.utary avocational, familial, and civic roles.
Careers exist only as people pursue them: they are person-centered.

Structure
Organization A specific institution, company, or other independent or autonomous en-

tity producing or distributing goods or services.

Industry A branch of an art or trade which employs people to produce or
distribute goods or to provide services; a group of similar organizations.
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but is significant in engagement. The two subsets can be comhined to
denote at fective. cognitive. and behavioral salience with the term
"committed engagement."

n Theoretical Basis for Career Education

As its confused terminology suggests. career education needs a
501111d theoretical basis. This is availaNe in career development
theory (Crites. 1%0: Jordaan, in Herr ct al.. 1074: Osipow. 1068:
Super. 1057: Super and Bohn. 1070). This is essentially a theory of
hie stages and developmental tasks. of career patterns. and of
individual differences. These need to he considered before one (.7:131
consider what to expect of career education.

Life Stages and Developmental Tasks

The stages of a career are essentially those or development over
the life span. These are (Super. 1057) the Growth. Exploratory.
Establishment. Nlaintenance. and Decline Stages. Each stage is
characterized by lb,' special importance of certain social expecta-
tions. For example. during the Exploratory Stage '0UtlIS arc
expected to formulate occupational choices and during the Estab-
lishment Stage adults arc expected to implement .11em and make
places for themselves at work, in a home, and in a ommunity. If a
given task is wc11-11i:ndled. coping with the next task is facilitated.

The (,'rowth S.' :,1.X k one of interaction between the child and the
home neighborhood. and school environment. resulting in the active
development or une abilities. interests and values, and in'theileglect
and atrophy of other potentials which. given a certain glandular and
neural make-up. might have become important. Relationships with
people help or hinder development along certain lines: experiences
with objects and then with ideas facilitate or discourage development
along others. lioys have learned. in .)ur culture. that thei should he
active and hold: girls have learned that they should be passive and
sweet: and thus many boys develop inechanical aptitude. while girls
tend to read and dance better than boys. Parents. teachers. and other
adults provide role models. Concepts oi self as boy or girl, as
mechanic or as potential ballet dancer. emerge and arc fostered or
discouraged. Occupational preferences ii this sta, c tend to reflect
emotional needs inore than aptitude or genuine interest. and they
tend cid, r to he fixated or to change fairly often.

11
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I he LypThr.itorl Stag(' hegins with adolcseencc. although explora-
tion itself hegins in inf.ylcy and continues throughout lire aS

L111111I211i :! people and situations re,iture reconnoitering.
ploration involves tr hi,: out a variet of activities. roles. aml

situations. It may not he planned or goal-directed. hut it may be
en,iaged in specincity in order to rind ,m t more ahout aptitude for or
interest in an OL.,..lIpation. a course 01 study. or Mout career
opportunizies. It ina.. cc tentative at rirst, with increasing commit-
111L'HI. Jordaan f in luper ci dl.. 1'4,31 and Super I 1'4)3) have
descrihed vocational explorator hchavio:- in sonic detail. and
Pritchard I002). kusalein I q54). Sander in liorow. ed.. 1004).
Prediger Herr. ed.. 10-41 and lierglund I in I lerr. ed.. I Q741 have
applied theory to practice. Poor exploration may he more flounder-
ing. or een drifting. rather than s stematic trial. But mere explora [ton
results in the further development or ahilities and interests, it
contirms or contrad the suitability or role inodels. or sell
L.oncepts. and arenas activit and it :lids in their clarilication and it
eventuall mak..es ,al)lc their translation into oecupational prer-
erences and their int; ,imentation in rah.; and unpaid employment.

Fhe usuall k..":11IS in the mid-twenties.
althou!lh sonic people dril t. dounder, or explore ror as illanY :IS I()
ears lony'er and some never achieve staNe c:ireers. With greater
inaturit. responsibilities. and experience men in their late twenties
tend to rind Nuitahle paid emplovment or to compromise and settle
for the hest they can rind: women or thk age tend to devote lull-time
to hoinemakin-. although some continue with douhle-track careers
and man . ol ten witlioid hiavmt planned it. resume p:u).1 employment
alter a rew years away from the lahor market. !'-()111:1I'e 25 to age 45
thc avera'c American inan changes iohs sevei.if tunes: stahilit is

relative. \ It'ough this hie hegins several years arter leaving
school. it should he or vital concern to ...areer education :IS it k the
sta,.le into which school and colle,.7e lead. How schools prepare ror it
has a -1-Cal deal to do with how muck drirtirnt. floundering. and
stagnatin: there k dunn the kit:r school and earl work years
(Super. Kowalski. and (iotkin. 1'4)71.

I .! /di,/ h /HC4' hegms lor most people at ahout age 45.
although ror man\ women the thirties involve re-l'xploration and a
second Ihstahlislunent Slaye. 11:(vin!! cttl;..d into an occupation and
orten into a particular ioh. the individual is concerned with holding
Ins r"...n against youn,..!er people. keeping up with new developments,
rorge .! ahead k. hre,JLint2 Hew ,,round in his present or in some
related field. or !tettin,.' reestablished hi the labor rorce. I hese

concerns manliest themselves not onh.. in work. hut in other like
:irenas. It can he a period or rriition (11- I)1 frustration. depending
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upon economic conditions and upon how well the developmental
isks of the earlier life stages have been handled (01 loole. et

1')73). lhe Maintenance Stage may not seem to he important to a
school's career education prograin. hut some understanding of how
what happens in the earlier ;r4'.L'S or a career effects what happens in
later yearS can be assumed to he important to getting and keeping
control of a career.

Decitiic .titagc is one of changing and Llechning involvement in
life in general and in occupations in particular. Although in some
instances activity continues until death in the habitual roles. at the
usual pace. and on the usual schedule. for most people there is a
process o changing types of activities. pace of work. and hours or
days of work. .1-hose whose preretirement lives have involved
occupational or avocational activities that are carried over into
retirement, and thus preserve continuity of roles and of life. are
happiest in retirement (Steer. I Q70). If this finding were somehow
put to use in career education. it could result in the more satisfying
Nursuit of life roles throughout the life cycle.

Positions. Roles. and Tasks. As people go through each life stage.
they are e\ pected to occupy a number of different positions. Some
positioriS, are occupied in sequence. some alternately, some more or
1,2s, siniultancousH Ihus the positions of student. worker, and
pension:r ,ire generally occupied in sequence. Nut they nia be
oJeupf,..d simultaneously.

I here are at least ten major types of role:. In the appro\imate
ord,-r m g.lhch these roles are dominant. the% are those of

I. Child
2. Student

orker
4. Spouse
5. Parent

0. I lomemaker
(Htiten

te
Annuitant

In. Patient

He simultaneous and sequential nature of these roles. together
with ,.taxing and ,Aaning during the Course or the life cycle, can he
depicted a a rainhow in which the hands of color vary in width at
an one ,:ross-se,Jtion of the arc. and each individual's arc varie., in
width as it goes from birth at the left to death at the right with the

thc rainbow simile is inadequate and needs modifica-
tion). \ear the horiion representing birth. for e\aniple. there isjust
/..Ko hand. (nie role that of child. .\ t the other end. if life continues
into ihe or nineties, there is oi ten ag:hn hist foie hand or
role. that ol patient in a comprehensive-care nursing home. But at

H the career :Ind of the modincd rainbow representing it
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there may be as Inany as eight major hands in a wide arc. for one
person may play, more or less simultaneously. the roles of child to
his aOng parents. student in continuing education. worker in an
occupation. spouse. parent. homemaker. citizen. and pursuer of
leisure.

Occupying any position means that one assumes and is given a
role, expected to perform certain functions and to act in certain
ways. Occupying an executive position imposes the role of manager
of the work of others and of performer of' certain higher-level tasks.
and in some corporations it means wearing conservative clothes and
having well proonled hair. Occupying a university professorship
requires that one carry on research and write books and tell popular
writers what they want to know about one's subject. but it permits
one to wear tweeds, slacks. turtleneck sweaters. and loafers in the
classroom and on lecture platforms.

At lower occupational levels also roles are prescribed rattler rigidly
in some occupatiol,s, more flexibly in others. for example. role-
rigidity is typical ol the nlass-production assemNy jobs which cause
so much worker discontent, and role-flexibility is typical of skilled
gardeners whose control over work pace and schedule results in
greater satisfaction. Roles shape people. and people shape roles in
varying degrees. just as some people choose roles (e.g.. many lawyers)
and others are cast in them (e.g.. many who clerk in family stores).

Theaters in Which Roles are Played.-- Each type of role has a type
of theater in which it is typically but not uniquely played. A child is
still a child in grade school, with a teacher in loco parentis. and a
mother is stiil a mother while at work if she has an emergency at
home. The major theaters in which roles are played are:

I. The Home
2. The Community
3. The School

4. The workplace
5. The Retirement Community or Home

These theaters can of course be broken down into finer categories.
the home having its kitchen. playroom study, etc,. and the
community its service, recreational. welfare. health, and other
facilities or little theater',

Life Space.The yin ying multiple roles or bands of the life cycle's
arc, and the number of theaters in which roles are played, depict the
notions of lift' space and of liji2 style. "Fhe idea of life styles is made
concrete by the use made by the individual of the different types of
theaters or life space. the nunlber of roles that he plays. and the
manner in which he plays thenl.
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Career Patterns

A career is not necessarily the continuous and progressive pursuit
of one occupation. This middle-class definition is based on a bias in
favor of climbing and of occupations involving ladders that take one
ever higher. Some occupations are thus viewed as worthy of
long-term engagement as careers because they provide opportunity
for advancement. This is one of the important differences between
machinists (who may advance to tool-and-die making and to being
millwrights) and automobile assembly-line work.

A better psychological and sociological definition of a career is
that of the sequence of positions occupied by a person during the
course of a working and work-related life. This takes into account
the facts that most people change occupations several times during
their careers, and that for many people occupational mobility is
horizontal rather than vertical.

Careers have been found to include four patterns for men and
seven for women (Super, 1957). These are, for men, the cowentional
(some change, followed by stability), the stable (entry into an
occupation after finishing training and remaining in it), the unstable
(often called serial, alternating periods which may be long and
infrequent, of stability and of change), and the multiple-trial
(frequent change and short periods in any one occupation). For
women, the conventional pattern involves homemaking after a period
of paid work, the stahle pattern may involve either homemaking
instead ot' paid work or it may mean paid work in only one
occupation, and there are also the interrupted pattern (paid work,
then homemaking, and again paid work) and the double-track career
6attern (the simultaneous paid work and homemaking that is
increasingly common today).

Continuous careers (the conventional and stable) are most
common in the skilled, clerical, executive, and professional fields, or
among the middle class (Miller and Form, 1951): the discontinuous
(unstable, multiple-trial and interrupted) are common among men
and women at the lower socioeconomic levels, in the unskilled,
semi-skilled, and to a lesser degree clerical and sales fields.

lt is the individual who supplies the continuity in the career, even
when the sequence of occupations is discontinuous, for the career
belongs to the person, not to the occupation. Of course, a person
may make a career ot' an occupation. Thus, most people in well-paid,
prestigious, and secure occupations such as medicine, especially those
which require considerable involvement of affect, time and effort, do
pursue a career i-. those occupations in which the investment is
made. But many people make a career of an industry, changing
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occupations as they llove up a ladder in banking, in steel, in
transportation, or in education (for example, moving from teacher to
counselor to principal to director of school Finance to superin-
tendent). Many others make a career, by design or otherwise. of'
changing occupations and industries as economic or climatic condi-
tions mak, this seem desirable. An example is the deck hand on the
warm-weather ore ships or the Great Lakes who works in an Ohio
tire factory some winters or in a Florida lunch counter during other
winters. The semiskilled workers who change from one job to
another nroduction workers are needed or laid off, or as wages in
or travel to one plant or industry appear better than in another,
constitute a third important group of people whose working careers
are discontinuous occupationally but continuous in that the career is.
in fact, a sequence of jobs, a work history, the course of a person's
lift.

Career education and guidance have typically been based on the
assumption that most people pursue continuous, stable or conven-
tional, careers. That this is not true of the majority of our population
means that we have failed to meet the needs of the large numbers
who pursue unstable, multiple-trial, and interrupted careers. Iferein
lies a fundamental and generally unasked (Super, 1957) question for
counselors and career educators: What should education and guid-
ance for discontinuity. for change both expected and unexpected.
seek to accomplish, and of what should they consist'?

Career Education in an Industrial or Postindustrial Society

Whether or not ours is to he called an industrial or a postindustrial
society, a working or a leisure society. is still an open question.
Answering it is perhaps less important than is understanding the
nature of the society in which we now live and into which our young
people move as they leave school or college and seek places in the
labor force, or in what we need to recognize as the leisure force,
made up of those who reject or are rejected by the work system and
are supported by it. Its education-relevant characteristics command
the attention of career education.

Advanced Industrialization

The North American economy is in an advanced state of
industrialization. Unskilled and semiskilled occupations have been on
the decline as mechanization and automation have taken over the
repetitive and strictly manual functions of workers in agriculture. in
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industry. and in business. This replacement of men and women by
machines is observable not only in the cottonfields and the
wheat fields, in the factories and in airplanes. but in the offices. the
shops. and the restaurants. This tendency to have machines rather
than people run machines. this automation or cybernation, has had
impact not only on production and transportation. but also on
record-keeping and distributing work in financial institutions and
food service. One may not like the vendiing machines which have
transformed the original Automats into real automats and put them
in every town and on every campus, but these food-serving machines
stay in business and make money for their owners and concession-
naires. One may not like the impersonality of large chain banks. in
which the teller one deals with today is not the teller one saw last
week, but one is glad to make use of the automatic teller which.
accessible from the sidewalk. can cash a check at any time of' the day
or night in the same way that it did last week and the week before.
.Cybernation, the control of machines by machines, has displaced the
typically interchangeable unskilled and semiskilled workers regardless
of the color of their collars. It is largely the skilled, and especially the
highly skilled, who are needed.

Will they continue to he needed. will ours indeed in due course
become a postindustrial society. a fully cybernetic economy in which
most people are supported in leisure by an automated system of
production. distribution. recordkeeping. and even service The
evolutionary process has not progressed far enough for anyone to be
able to answer that question with certainty.

The Establishment and the System

But there are some signs in the operation of the System which
suggest answers. Much skilled work can already be taken over by
automated machinery which uses new materials better adapted to
automation than the traditional materials. Thus bricks and stones.
stonecutting and bricklaying, are being replaced by synthetic
materials and prefabrication. and the construction industry is
becoming one of large assembly machines and a few skilled
mechanics and electricians. Now only the luxury trade can afford
bricks and mortar. and only a few archaic if not obsolescent
craftsmen continue to cut stones and to lay stones and bricks, skilled
workers well supported by those who can afford to support them.
Thus. too. the making of business and weather forecasts is being
done by computers which have been programmed to handle all the
data used by accountants and economists. or by meterologists and
climatologists. in the ways used by these specialists in their work.
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The trick is in the developing of the data bases to be used, and in
devising and debugging the processes for using the data. Thus, too,
the making of medical and psychological diagnoses and predictions is
becoming a function which computers can be made to perform at
least as well as the best human diagnostician.

Guidance systems. too. have been computerized (Super. ed..
1970). The existing computer-assisted test interpretation and
counseling systems organize and interpret more data for couns.qors
and students, more rapidly, and with less chance of errors than can
be done by an overworked counselor. They can thus free counselors
from the more routine aspects of their work so that they may
concentrate on that which is most demanding: Counseling.

The Need for People. --A Cassandra might. on the basis of evidence
of the capacity of computers to perform important higher level
functions. predict that a postindustrial society will have no need even
for highly skilled professional and executive workers. Such a society
might function very well with only a few policy makers and a few
programmers to make modifications occasionally as policies change.
This reference to a Cassandra. a confirmed pessimist. reveals a
19th-century-based belief supported by 20th century research
( Vroom. 1%4) that work roles are important and that during the
transition period many people will he lost, emotionally, without
them. But perhaps such a prediction should hay been attributed to
an optimist. making the assumption that despite the Protestant ethic.
work is not the only road to salvation, that despite the findings of
20th century vocational an(l social psychology (Dunnette, 1973:
Friedman and liavighurst. 1954: Roe. 1956) other roles exist which
can take their place in structuring daily living, in making a person
feel needed. and in permitting a sense of mastery of the environrn. t.

At this stage one cannot make such a prediction. The work of the
school counselor provides an example. One can assume that
computer systems will be perfected beyond their present stage. One
can assume, furthermore, that with large-scale production these
systems will become so economical that each school will have a good
supply of terminals, that systems will be kept economically supplied
with up-to-date data bases, that large computers will be used on a
time-sharing basis, and that they will be economically used for
multiple purposes in education and administration. Students using
such systems get good information about schools, colleges, appren-
ticeships, occupations. and employment opportunities from the
computer. Furthermore, the computer s 'Items relate these data to
data about the student-users. their aptitudes. interests, school
achievements, extra-curricular activities. work experience. and
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aspirations. They help students to see the implications of one set of
data for another. Is that enough?

A moment's thought shows that it is. not. Three things are
lacking: 1) Help in dealing with the feelings aroused by the
confrontation of' facts and of their implications for action, 2) help in
implementing the decisions reached by making appropriate plans and
taking necessary steps, and 3) help in evaluating the outcomes of
actions taken and identifying new issues.

It should be recognized that computers can, at least to some
degree, he progammed to perform these functions. Take the
first: The student can be asked, in the dialogue with the computer;
how he feels about a fact or an interpretation of facts; he can
respond by telling the computer (whether in multiple-choice or in
natural English conversation) how he feels; and the computer can be
proprammed to respond, non-directively by reflecting the feeling, or
directively with a suggestion or an interpretation. But such pro-
gramming is extremely time-consuming and therefore costly, and
until there is evidence to the contrary (an unlikely development) we
can assume that expressing feeling to a machine and having it
reflected, clarified, or interpreted by a machine is as unsatisfying as
kicking a wastebasket in frustration rather than working directly on
the cause of the frustration by having it out with the source of
frustration. Automated psychotherapy could probably help some,
hut it would lack the warmth of a personal relationship, it could not
convey the feeling of acceptance and of valuing.

Dealing with factual data is a different matter. Studies of
computer-assisted counseling (Thompson et al., 1970; Myers et al.,
1972) show that some students like the computer better than a

counselor or other adult as a source of facts and of interpretations of
facts. and none have resented its impersonality. Computers give
straightforward answers to straightforward questions which they help
people to formulate, they either know and tell or they don't know
and frankly say so: they are free from ethnic and sex biasesall this,
of course. assuming that those who plan and execute the programs
are themselves able to formulate and answer questions well, and can
keep bias out of their systems. It would not be legitimate, however,
to generalize from these findings to systems dealing with emotional
problems and designed to do psychotherapeutic counseling.

Some may be inclined to question this optimism concerning the
impact of computers on the work of people in the higher-level
occupations. in the professions and in top and middle management
occupations. It may therefore he relevant to remember that this is
not the first time that a technological revolution has affected a
profession. There was one 2.000 years ago when the Romans
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conquered Britain, bringing with them a system for storing and
retrieving information which was radically new to the Celtic Druids
who were then the learned men in Britain. At that time information
storage was achieved by rote memory. Priests, wise men in training,
devoted much of their time to learning by heart the laws of the land
and the genealogies that determined who ruled septs. clans, and
kingdoms. When justice needed to be done, when inheritances and
successions needed to he decided, the retrieval system was put in
operation by calling in the wise men and asking them to recall the
needed information. Accuracy was sought by consulting more than
one learned man.

A similar system prevailed in preliterate Israel. and the data were
later stored in the Old Festament. There the technological transition
was apparently gradual. as writing developed. But when the Romans
suddenly introduced books into Britain. books in which the wisdom
of man was Fully and permanently recorded. the threat of tech-
nological unemployment must have seemed great to the Druids. They
must have wanted to shatter the tablets or to burn the parchment on
which knowledge was stored, for now any reader could ascertain the
law,, of the land and verify the lines of inheritance simply by
consulting the record. But scholarship did not disappear with the
introduction of the technology of storing and retrieving information
in hooks and libraries. learned men did not cease to have a function.
Instead, the demand for learning increased, and those who became
scholars found their work more rewarding. Freed from rote-memory-
work to think about existing knowledge and to develop new
knowledge. they and the libraries they accunmlated became centers
of learning. The knowledge ;evolution has been proceeding at an ever
accelerating rate ever since. Thus it seems likely that counselors will
become free to counsel and to improve counseling methods.
physicians will have time to serve patients and to develop new
knowledge of disease and Of its control. and managers will not only
manage hut will also add to the understanding of how to manage.

The Importance of Work

As our s Ioc.e.y xcomes more and more a postindustrial or leisure
society it may. then. be confronted with two extreme types of work
contrasting with each other even more clearly than now. First, the
very able, very much needed. categories of workers just discussed.
whose occupations some (I lavighurst. 1Q53) have called "ego-
involving and others (Super. IQ57) "expressive, and secondly,
those whose careers were described earlier, involving discontinuity.
and the many others whose careers are characterized by continuous
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monotony as they perform socially necessary but non-ego-involving
work, occupations labelled "society-maintained" and "responsive-
because the people pursuing them do so in response to social or
economic pressures.

In Work in ,-Itnerica the O'Toole Task Force ( 1973). a mix ed
commission of anthropologists, political scientists. sociologists, social
workers, economists, and engineers (but no psychologists) examined
the functions of work in contemporary America. Their summary
merits digesting and quoting here:

Work is central "in the lives of most adults," it contributes to
identity and self-esteem", and it is useful "in bringing order and
meaning into life." "Work offers economic self-sufticiency, status.
family stability. and an opportunity to interact with others in one
of the most basic activities of society. Consequently, if the
opportunity to work is absent or if the nature of the work is
dissatisfying (or worse), severe repercussions are likely to be
experienced in other parts of the social system.

"...significant numbers of American workers are dissatisfied
with the quality of their working lives. Dull. repetitive, seemingly
meaningless tasks, offering little challenge or autonomy. are
causing discontent among workers at all occupational levels. This
is not so much because work itself has geatly changed: indeed.
one of the main problems is that work has not changed fast
enough to keep up with the rapid and widespread Jhanges in
worker attitudes. aspirations, and values. A general increase in
their educational and economic status has placed many Americans
in a position where having an interesting job is now as important
as having a job that pays well...

"...As a result. the productivity of the worker is low - as
measured by absenteeism. turnover rates, wildcat strikes, sabotage,
poor-quality products, and a reluctance by workers to commit
themselves to their work tasks. Moreover, an increasing body of
research indicates that. as work problems increase, there may be a
consequent decline in physical and mental health. family stability,
community participation and cohesiveness. and 'balanced' socio-
political attitudes. while there is an increase in drug and alcohol
addiction. aggression, and delinquency.- (O'Toole et al.. pp.
X V-X VII, 1973)
The O'Toole Task Force defined work in the body of its report

(pp. 2-3) as "an activity that produces something of value for other
people," a strictly economic definition which disregards the possible
objectives of workers in engaging in production, omits subsistence
farmers who produce only for themselves. and. perhaps because they
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vary from worker to worker, denies the several important functions
or work identified in the same report.

A more useful definition of work is that proposed in rabic
2: "Hie systematic pursuit or an objective valued by oneself (even it-
only for survival) and desired hy others ... The objective iday be
intrinsic enjoyment of the work itself, the structure given to life by
the work role, the economic support which work makes possible. or
the type of leisure which it facilitates.

It is the varied ways in which the cm/tot! o/ work can he viewed.
and the various Ilinctions or ObiCt'filTS it may Idive, that led to the
development of the definitions in Tablcs I and 2, thscussed in the
hrst part of this essay. -Fhese definitions provide the basis for a
further logical and empirical analysis of the meanings of work.

Workers may be task-committcd, that is, emotionally involved in
tire performance o`," the tasks in which they are engaged: Produc-
tivity itself is their goaI..lhey may he /msitiml-c(nrunitted, convinced
of the importance or satisfactions of the positions which they
occupy ,,nd not actively interested in cllanging. They may be
/(0-corrimittcd. preferring the kind of positions they have in their
organization to similar positions ill other firms, but willing enough to
move in the conlpany. They may be occupation-co/mu/fwd. in-
terested in the type of work they do, with a h:oader focus than on
the position or the joh. They may be work-committcd in addition to
or hlstead 01 being position-. job-. or ClCculpation-committed, that is.
they. May be interested in working for the intrinsic interest in the
work itself, for the family or self support, for the structure wldch it
provides for their lives, or for the leisure that it makes possible. They
may he carcer-comilliftcd. motivated to pursue over a long span of
time their own development either in one occupation or in a series of
occupations as interest and opportuniCt..; change.

The carccr-cmmnittcd may have an Hcciipatimuil, organi:ational,
or iHlustrial focus, for some workers find their challenge in the
content of the work some in the opportunities provided by
identification with an organization and are glad to change not only
positions hut jobs as the company needs change. and still others
heconle interested in an industry and are willing to change
occupations and organizations as 11CW challenges emerge in that
industry'.

These diffeling types of commitment are not identic:II, but neither
are they mutually exclusive and incompatible. Inventories have
occasionally heen designed to assess Sonic one of these com-
mitments, but they have not sought to be multidimensional and
have often failed to differentiate position. occupation. organization,
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etc. In current research the writer has worked with a multidimen-
sional instrtnnent, finding correlations ranging from -.34 1,-ftween
career-commitment and (amfmitmcut work-as-ineans-to-frisure, to
.71 for that e.ween task-commitment and career-commitment. II
further rennement of this work salience inventory' confirms the
existence and the relative independence of these' dimensions of the
importance of work, it should becoine possible to establish more
precisely the degree to whieh work has each kind of meaning to
American workers.

The Alienated and Uncommitted. In contrast with their very
affirmative listing of the positive functions of work. the O'Toole
Task Force has, we noted earlier, stressed the very negative actual
meaning of work to large numbers of workers in contemporary
America: "...Significant numbers of American workers are dissatis-
fied with the quality of their working lives. Dull, repetitive,
seemingly meaningless tasks. offering little challenge or autoommy,
are causing discontemt among workers at all occupational levels.-
((iToole et al_ 1073 I Millions arc aliena ted.

"Alienation- is defined as "a feeling of powerlessness in the work
system, meaninglessness of the activities engaged in and of the
products of work, isolation from supportive contacts with others,
and self-estrangement.- In its more advanced stages it results in
withdrawal from social and political activity, hut it also leads to
activity in radical political or social movements, and sometimes to
taking refuge in the counter culture. In its less advanced stages it
leads to underproduction and vague discontents. It is most visible in
unskilled autoworkers, bound by their higher wages and regulated
hours to the assembly line, but restless in their anonymity, in their
feeling of inability to control their work, and in their detachment
from the product of their work. The findings of the task force on
!Cork in ..lincrica may he drawn on for an analysis of the situation
before the recent increase in the number of unemployed. and may be
summarized as follows.

Blue-collar workers carry the frustrations of assembly line work
home or into society. or retreat into apathy. Only 24 perce9t
(O'Toole z't al.. 1073. p. l()) would choose similar work again. They
tend to be aggressive against those who do not share their way of life.
distru,.t others. and feel personally and politically ineffective. They
do vant self-respect, good achievement records. personal and
oc.,:upational growth, and opportunity to make their own contribu-
tion to their work. It is their lack of control over their own work
pace and work schedules. the discontinuity or dead-endedness of
their careers, and the financial burdens of family life that alienate
them. The inability of members of the working class to rise to the
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middle class, now that the frontier is closed. inunigration down. and
the economy static, mean the destruction of the American dream.
Being labelled, and locked in as. manual workers compound the
frustrations of the work itself and of the work situation .

lehitc-c()//ar workcts appear about as badly off. despite white-
collar privileges such as weekly rather than hourly pay, managerial
dress, and day-shift work. Only some 43 percent say they vould
again choose such work, lie office clerk is now the typical American
worker, one of large numbers. engaged in work which has been so
divided as to make it in many ways a paper assembly line staffed by
white-collar workers sitting at desks instead of benches or operating
keypunches instead of punch presses. Semi-skilled they are expend-
able when production or sales are down. Working in masses, they
lose touch with their managers. they become estranged not only
from the positions, jobs. and occupations. in which they work, but
also from their organizations. their industries. and from society.
They do not seek to pursue careers, they merely take them as they
come, %corking Merely for the economic support. the life-NtmliClure.
and the leisure that work makes possible. They lack commitment.

Managers fare somewhat better, but the task force review makes it
amply clear that managers too suffer from the ills which minimize
ciumuitment and bring about alienation. Surveys show that they
characteristically believe that they lack influence in decision-making
despite the fact that they must carry out company policies. More
than half of those surveyed in a Gallup Poll felt that they could be
more productive "if they tried." Feelings of occupational obsoles-
cence develop as a result ot technical. organizational and cultural
changes. underlined particularly since these surveys were made
before the budget crunch of the recession and the consequent
"weeding out of dead wood." Failure to rise to top management. due
to combinations of the pyramid, personal ability, and the cessation
of expansion. creates in management. as in blue and white collar
workers, a feeling of being locked in. The current interest in
mid-career changes is but one manifestation of this restlessness.

Youth too has its woes, the woes of powerlessness, of meaning-
lessness, of being locked out of opportunity. The task force makes it
clear that the majority of youth do not turn to the counter culture.
although they may ape some of its superficial ways. The Yankie-
lovich surveys show that nearly 8 0 percent feel sonic career
commitment. 75 percent subscribe to the work ethic. But. being
better educated than their elders, they seek opportunities for
self-expression in their work: having learned to distrust the Establish-
ment during the Vietnam War. they want a voice in policy: having
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been made aware of organizational tendencies to disregard human
values, they seek work in which humanism and altruism are realizable
values.

Ethnic minorities are "serious casualties of the work system in our
society,- (O'Toole et ul 1973, p. 51) Their woes are the same as
those of other workers, aftwavated by discrimination. Having "a
piece of the action takes on more importance as educational levels
and aspirations rise and as being locked in is increasingly evident.

11'omot. locked out of most of the working world for generations
despite occasional open doors during major wars, and locked into
lower-level occupations when working, also find the usual contem-
porary causes of alienation aiz4ravated by discrimination. As they
enter more and more occupations. more and more organizations and
industries. they turn from feeling locked out to feeling locked in at
the lower level positions even when in the higher occupations. Like
blue-collar, white-collar, managerial, and professional workers, in all
of which groups they arc now found in significant numbers, they
want to feel they have some control over the pace and schedules of
their work, they want expressive or ego-involving work, they want
satisfying associations with others and opportunities for self-esteem.
Like many workers in lower-level occupations, like other minorities,
they tend to feel that they lack these opportunities. Like others.
some are committed only to work, others have some feeling of
position. job. occupational. or organizational commitment. With
opening doors, and more education, increasing numbers have a
feeling of career commitment. but feel alienated when blocked.

Ohler workers appear to constitute the last minority, as they too
object to powerlessness, meaninglessness. isolation, and estrange-
ment. Long alienated from society by the breaking up of the nuclear
family. alienated also by contemporary mandatory retirement plans.
but better able to work than ever and more in need of meaning than
ever with better health and increased longevity. this alienated group
also wants a piece of the action. of work over which they have some
control and in which they can use abilities, express interests, and find
fellowship.

It seems kely that, as the pressures from the alienated are made
to he felt by 'heir higher levels of education and by their increasing
organizai,,,,:i. work will be restructured to permit more self-
expression. organizations will be modified. authority will he increas-
ingly shared, and the quality of' community life will improve to a
degree which permi I s greater involvement. ,,reater participation. and
greater commitment to work by those who perform it. Career
education. the Task Force points out. should not be \
education, not p:cparat ion for a "single, lifetime. occupational role
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identity- (O'Toole ct al.. IO73. p. I40): that it shoukl have an
important role in helping students to understand and to appreciate
the nature of work, and b making it possible for them to play, in
the school, roles which prepare them to be responsible and
self-directim2 in productive activities. be these school assignments and
projects or paid work in industry.

The Counter Culture. The counter-culture is made-up largely of
young people who reject the establishment, whatever its degree and
nature of ,lutomation. who seek a way of lire outside of the eNisting
econonnc system. It is not today an organiied movement. although it
has occasional leaders, Not numerous (O'Toole ct al 1973, p. 43,
they are audible and isible. What is likely to be the impact of this
inovement, of this sub-culture which declares its detachment from
the main culture?

History tells us that there have been previous counter-cultures.
Those of the Middle Ages, the Albigensians and the Ilussites, for
example. were destroyed by the dominant Catholic culture. Those of
the I bth and I 7th centuries either went underground in countries
such as France when the Huguenots lost influence with the
successors of lienri IV, or like the Fnglish Puritans emigrated first to
llolland and then to the New World. or like those in Geneva and in
Prussia, became the dominant culture by force of intellect or by
force of arms. The Protestant Reformation is One of Hie few
counter-cultures which became the dominant culture of a substantial
area for a substantial period ot time. But Holland is now about
equally Protestant and Catholic. Puritan Massachusetts.now contains
more Catholic Irish. Poles. and Italians than it does Fnglish
Protestants. and in most Furopean and American countries the two
dominant Uhristian churches show signs of rapprochement.

The counter-cultures of the loth century were, unlike the earlier
forms and like the current versions, social and economic rather than
religious, owing their origins to the liberal political thought and to
the philosophical utopias of the l8th century. Robe-t Owen's
utopian communities of New Lanark. Harmony. and New Harmony
flourished briefly and are now just landmarks: the Shaker villages
which were so beautifully and so well built prospered for a
generation and are now museums: the Amish persist as quaint. but
nearly overwhelmed. relics of religio-economic idealkin: William
Morris' utopian book, .Vcirs From .Voldwre. got nowhere:and while
Karl Marx's Da.c Kapital -ot all over Fastern Furope, most of Asia,
and to parts of this hennsphere, the counter-culture of communism
in its oldest establishments looks increasingly like capitalism as we
know it today.
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History seems to show that counter-cultures blend with the
dominant culture. Sometimes thev do this by being wiped out as
were the medieval heresies, sometimes by dying out as did the 19th
century utopias. and sometimes by assimilation or accommodation.
as in the cases of Protestantism-Catholicism and perhaps of
capitalism-communism. History shows even more clearly that the
isolated attempts of idealists or dropouts to withdraw from the
dominant culture and live their own atypical way of life are doomed
to failure. Already, today. we have seen many erstwhile cultural drop-
outs also drop Out from the scattered counter-cultural communes in
which they failed to find happiness. In due course they work their
way back into the dominant culture to become part of the system.
although often in idiosyncratic occupations. It is still early to judge
the current alienated generation. but this is what happened to the
Lost Generation of the 1920s. to the social radicals of the 1930's. to
those removed from the mainstream of society by military service
during the early 1940's. and, sometime during the late 1970's we
may expect it to happen to the scattered copouts of the late 1960's
and early 1970's.

The Future

If the Fstablislunent is. in Hegel's sense of the terms. the thesis
and if Alienation and the Counter-('ulture am the antitheses, what is
the synthesis to be? What of the future that Alvin Taller (1970)
says is ,;hocking us? Although we do not know what the proportions
of cgo-iiirrilred and society-maintaining workers. and, to add to
Havighurst's 11953) categories, of sochly-maintaiiied non-workers,
will he in the automated era which seeMs tO lie ahead of us. it does
seem fairly likely that we will become a three-class society. We
already know that the highly-trained and very able men and women
are very much in demand in the emerging economy: as Anne Roe
(1950) pointed out in her landmark hook. these are the people who
have the longest work-days and the longest work-weeks. for their
abilities are so much in demand and they tind their demanding work
so self-actualizing that they take work home with them and work
evenings and weekends. It already seems dear that other workers are
needed as skilled technicians to help carry out the designs of the
more creative members of society and to install. repair. and maintain
the automated nr .2hinery which will operate and monitor itself. or
to attend to the ly...alth. aesthetic, educational, and recreational needs
of people. Thesc s()ciety-maintaining workers will in many cases find .

their work emotionally rewarding. hut for some, at least, the rewards
will be the uses to which their work enables them to put their leisure.
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It seems also that a large proportion of people who are less able to
profit from an education, the easily replaced maruinal workers in our
present economy, is likely to be unneeded in a more advanced
economic system and will be maintained by it as a new leisure class.

It is easy enough to visualize the life of the scientist, the
philosopher, the physician, the teacher, the millwright, the mechanic,
the playground director, the artist. and the woodcarver in the
transitional .or fully developed society of the future. for we know the
nature of ego-involving work and the ease with which many people
find the life-structuring and self-expressive potentials of work
satisfyine. But it is not so easy to conceive of a way of life in which
many people work only 15 or 25 hours per week, for only 15 or 20
years, simply because certain kinds of work need to be done, and it is
more difficult still to ima(4ine life for a non-working majority. It is
hoped by career educators such as Hoyt and Evans. and apparently
by counseling psychologists such as ('rites and this writer, that those
who work at all will, like those in intellectually and emotionally
demanding jobs, find in work ample opportunities for playing
significant roles and for self-expression. But this hardly seems likely.
as O'Toole and his production-oriented collaborators point out. so
both most workers in their extensive free-time and the non-working
or new leisure class will need to be helped to find new roles in other
theaters which make life meaningful.

New Roles in New Theatres.- What will these roles and theaters
be? Surveys of how semiskilled and unskilled workers, and the
unemployed. use their leisure are not encouraging. If they do not
moonlight on other jobs, thereby demonstrating the failure of our
current system to support them adequately or their own failure to
find other satisfying roles in our still-industrial society. they fritter
away their time at the local pub or club, or at home, watching
television shows that mesmerize them. It was made clear oy the
studies of the unemployed made during the 1930's that not to be
needed by the economic system soon results in apathy (Super.
1942). We know from both social history and literature that the
leisure classes of the past found it difficult to develop personally
meaningful and socially desirable roles. For every Nlontesquieu who
used his society-maintained leisure productively, there were several
Tom Joneses whose waking hours were devoted to the three "f's- of
fox-hunting. fightin(2. and flirtiml, and whose sleeping hours were
devoted to sleeping in something other than the usual dictionary
sense of' that word. When people have no better ways to achieve
distinction in the eyes of their fellows, they think up elaborate
rituals for doing easy things the hard way. such as killine fbxes with
packs of hounds, horses. and men dressed up in pink coats. packs
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which course at breakneck speed across plowed fields and frantk.
farmyards: they fiailt duels at the drop of a hat or a glove. or theN go
off to foreign wars where ready-made danacrs give trying to stay alive
some tenuous meaning; and they organize elaborate dances to display
their physical and their flirtatious prowess. inaintaining gigolos or
mistresses in styles to which they had not previously I:wen aCells-
tomed. The shallow use or leisure charn.les in specific content. hut
bowlina. car-splitting music '--occtator basketball. and camping out in
the sylvan slums that national parks arc not really very
superior to earlier tr- 'wed psychologically and socicdo,,z-
ically.

In our changing as the Protestant work ethic
becomes less meaningi ro-involving work roles hecome less
available to the average man or WO Mail. new ICISUre rOieS WI!! Ilek.'d to
take the place or the old as ways of giving people status. )1. giving
meaning to their daily :ictivities. of providing them with leans of
self-expressi, 1.

This need nas been pointed out before. especially for those who
have dominated paid work. for Men. But it needs to he faced :iko for
women. Women arc sayina that they want their share of the paid
work roles in order to achieve self-actualization. Just as work roles
re becoming scarcer, Sonic Of them :Ire heconling illOre demand*

intellectually and emotionally. and others less meaningful. Judging
by 0-boole's anal .ys.s to.' Lie current rCports on the percentages of
workers who like their work, many a imut should he ready to say to
the career-oriented woman wantina a joh like his: "Ilere. take
it you're welcome to it!'' Certainly the wome:Cs libcratloinsts are
staking a Lea,gre a. t I I on a type of role which is changin,:. ,o radically
that they risk finding that they are buildina their houses on sand.
Sonic of society's creative energies need to go into developing
meaningful roles for both men and women in tlwaters or arenas of
life other than that of work. Three that come to mhill are the
avocations (sports and hobbies :ircna). community affairs (which
range from town planning and service to the schook to public works
and recreation), and home and family. Although it was a imin who
wrote. "Be it ever so humble. there's no place like home.- and a man
may act into trouble nowadays for saying so in this context.
liberated women may well discover, along with hberatcd men that
the home k onc of the best sources of ego-maintaining and
self-actualizing roles society can provide. .1-11cy may ako tind that.
with the community resources for the use of leisure which surround
it. it must and can provide the important combination of adult roles
for most people.
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If this must happen. because of the fading capacity of jobs to do
this for large numbers of people. we need to understand these
resources. We need to identify the possible roles, find ways of giving
them the status in the eyes of o: iers that work roles have given to
people in the past and will give to fewer people in the future. We
need to develop educational programs which will equip people to
play these roles well and with satisfaction. If this is so. we will need
to define career education, career guidance. and career counseling as
something more than occupational. more even than vocational. The
focus will need to be on roles, on roles in which people can find
satisfaction in a variety of settings. in employment, in civic affairs, in
avocations, and in the family. We will need to ask of a stranger, not
"What is his or her job?," but "What are the roles he or she plays?"
That could be a rather embarrassh-i, and in due course rewarding
question. for it seems to probe more deeply into the meanings and
values of life.

A study (Super. 1940) of the relationships between vocations and
avocations pointed in this direction. Interested in what some mental
hygienists called the theory of balance. the question investigated was
the degree to which hobbies resemble work, and what kind of
combination of avocation and vocation is most likely to be
associated with satisfaction or happiness. The happiest men were
those who, interested in some type of activity. pursued it in both
their work and in their leisure, in both vocation and avocation. These
were the men with extensive avocations, hobbies which were an
extension of the content of their work into their play. Those whose
major hobbies were different from their jobs tended to be less
satisfied with their jobs and with life in general, and their measured
interests were more like those of men in occupations which
resembled their hobbies than like those of' men in occupations like
their own jobs. That study was done just as World War 11 broke out:
the very concept of leisure soon seemed absurd. and no one has
pursued the idea further. But it may turn out to be very important to
ask, for career education and counseling, not "What kind of work
should educatiOn be offered, what kind of' occupation might interest
you?," but rather. "What kinds of roles in what theaters should
people he educated, and in what kinds of roles would you find
outlets for your abilities and interests?" Someone will someday no
doubt develop and publish a Role and Theater Interest Inventory for
use in career counseling and career eduCation.
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Objectives for Career Education

Coming of Age. Career education is coming of age. That it has
taken several years to do this is made clear by the widespread misuse
of the term -career.- and by the almost exclusive emphasis on
occupations by many counselors and by most career educators. It is
made clear by the curious avoidance, until 1973 and the present, of
definitions and of terms such as jobs. occupations, vocations, and
careers. It is made clear by the non-utilization of what is known
about vocational maturity by the Comprehensive Career Education
Model's emphasis on choice on entering 10th grade. and by the lack
of career education materials based on the concepts of career or
vocational life stages, of career development tasks, and of discon-
tinuous careers characterized by changing occupations. When the
concepts of career development are more widely understood, and
when its methods and materials are more visible and are put to use in
the curriculum. career education will indeed have come of age.

Recognizing Multifaceted Careers.- -But coming of age is not just
an internal matter, it is a function, too, of adapting to the society in
which age is attained. In a society in which work roles seem destined
to play a less important part in the lives of many men and women
than our middle class and - 7k-ethic biases have previously led us to
belik.ve, career education lutist take into account the many theaters
in which careers take place. the numerous roles which can constitute
a career. and the non-occupational roles which acquire prominence in
society as that of the occupation diminishes. Educators need to think
of aptitudes. interests. and values as traits which may be utilized,
find outlets. and seek satisfaction in available occupation, in
avocational activities. in civic activities, and in family activities. We
need to ask ourselves which roles seem likely to provide the best
outlets for each student. and in what combination. We need to
provide educational experiences which make young people aware of
the various simultaneous and sequential roles which constitute
careers and of the several theaters in which they may be played.
facilitating their exploration and their preparation to play those that
seem most appropriate. We need to recognize. and to help students
to recognize long before choice points are reached, that self-
fulfillment takes place in various roles and arenas and that people
play different rolc, in various sequences and combinations. We need
to do what we can, as behavior scientists and as educators. to clarify
the non-occupational roles and combinations of roles in the several
theaters over the life span. We need to contribute, as educators and
as citizens. to ascribing honor and importance to appropriate
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non-o-eupational roles as they begin to take on more significance in
a leisure-oriented society.

The General Objectives of career education and career guidance
which emerge from this essay may be concisely stated as follows:

I. To provide students with an understanding of the nature and
sequence of life stages and of career stages, of the developmental
tasks which characterize these stages, and of the changing major roles
which people play (in sequence and simultaneously) in the various
theaters of activity in the several life stages:

2. To help students develop realistic self concepts, wit!: esteem
for themselves and others, as a basis for career decisions:

3. To develop in students a realistic and appreciative understand-
ing of the evolving world of work, with a broad perspective on
opportunities and a specific focus on one or more clusters of
occupations, together with knowledge of the educational and
occupational pathways that lead to them, of the work and ways of
life that they involve, and of the types of occupational changes
which may be encountered:

4. To help students know and appreciate the many changing
avocational. domestic, and civic outlets for developed interests and
abilities, outlets which in an automated society often supplement,
complement. or even supplant p. work in making a satisfying
career:

5. To provide a basis for the making of sequential, increasingly
specific, and sometimes recycled career decisions in which self and
occupational knowledge are synthesized for self-realization in work,
in homemaking, in civic life, and in leisure, in ways which meet social
as well as individual needs:

6. To make these experiences available in ways appropriate to all
students at each stage of their formal and continuing education.
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